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Abstract : The on-going interest in air-water flows is accompanied sometimes by citations of 
outdated articles and some ignorance of key contributions. A basic issue is the inadequate, 
incomplete interpretation of air-water flow instrumentation by hydraulic engineers and researchers. 
This article focus on the bubbly flow structure of high-velocity air-water flow based upon 
measurements by means of intrusive phase detection probes. It is shown that some advanced post-
processing techniques may yield expanded information on the air-water structures and particle 
clustering. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Air-water flows have been studied relatively recently compared to classical fluid mechanics 
(Chanson 1997, 2004). The interest in air-water flows is evidenced by a number of associated 
publications, but it is accompanied sometimes by citations of outdated articles while some 
fundamental works are ignored. One example is the lack of interest on the microscopic air-water 
properties of high-velocity flows by hydraulic engineers and researchers. 
In this second part, the writers focus on some simple data processing of air-water flow 
measurements. It is shown that some novel methods yield further information on the air-water 
microscopic flow properties and air-water bubbly structures. This is illustrated with recent 
experimental data. 
 

METROLOGY 

In high-velocity air-water flows, classical measurement devices like point gauge, Pitot tube, ADV, 
LDV, are impaired by the entrained air bubbles. For void fractions larger than 2 to 5%, it is 
acknowledged that the most reliable instrumentation is the phase detection intrusive probe. The 
needle-shaped probe sensor is designed to pierce the bubbles and droplets as shown in Figure 1A. 
Figure 1B shows some typical signal outputs of a single-tip probe in skimming flow on a stepped 
chute. Each steep drop of the signal corresponds to an air bubble pierced by the probe tip. Note that 
the probe response is not square because of the finite size of the tip, the wetting/drying time of the 
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interface covering the tip and the response time of the probe and electronics. 
Phase-detection probes are very sensitive devices, and the sensor must be excited by a high-
frequency response electronic system. However, the metrology is susceptible to a number of 
problems and a systematic quality control is essential. Toombes (2002, pp. 70-72) described in 
details a number of issues that include some long-term signal decay, probe tip contamination, short-
term signal fluctuations caused by debris and water impurities, and electrical noise. A through 
quality control procedures is essential to ensure meaningful results. 
 
Figure 1 - Phase detection conductivity probe (single-tip design) 
(A) Definition sketch 

 

(B) Signal output of a conductivity probe (∅ = 0.25 mm) in skimming flow - dc/h = 1.33, Re = 5.7 
E+5, h = 0.1 m, θ = 22º, Step edge 10, y = 0.022 m, C = 0.19, F = 167 Hz 
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AIR/WATER CHORD DISTRIBUTIONS 

In high-velocity air-water flows, most experimental studies present the distributions of time-
averaged void fraction and time-averaged velocity (Chanson and Carosi 2006). The void fraction 
and velocity are some gross parameters that do not describe the air-water structures, the bubbly 
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flow micro-turbulence nor the interactions between entrained bubbles and turbulent shear. Further 
signal processing may provide additional characteristics on the longitudinal flow structure and 
bubble clustering. 
With a single-tip conductivity probe (Fig. 1), a basic signal processing yields the air/water chord 
times and their distribution. The air/water chord times are defined as the time spent by the air/water 
phase on the probe sensor. Bubble chord times are calculated from the thresholded signal (Chanson 
and Carosi 2006). Statistical analyses of chord time distributions yield the median chord time, 
standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis of both air and water chord times. Inter-particle arrival 
times may be also calculated and analysed (see below). 
Using the single-tip conductivity probe, the chord time results may be presented in terms of pseudo-
bubble/droplet chord sizes ch defined as : 
 chw tUch ×=  (1) 

where tch is the air/water chord time, Uw is the mean flow velocity defined as : Uw = qw/d, qw is 
the flow rate per unit width and d is the equivalent clear-water depth defined as : 

 ∫ ×−=
90

0

)1(
Y

dyCd  (2) 

with y the distance normal to the flow direction and Y90 the characteristic distance where the void 
fraction C equals 0.90. The pseudo chord size (Eq. (1)) is not equal to the air/water chord length 
because the local interfacial velocity V may differ from the mean flow velocity Uw. But some 
detailed comparisons in plunging jet flows and skimming flows on a stepped chute showed that 
Equation (1) overestimated the air/water chord sizes by 2 to 10% in average for 0 ≤ C ≤ 0.97 
(Chanson et al. 2006, Carosi and Chanson 2006). 
With a double-tip probe, the signal processing yields the air/water chord lengths. The chord size 
measurement is not a bubble/droplet diameter, but a characteristic streamwise air/water size as 
sketched in Figure 1A. Figure 2 presents typical results of air/water chord size probability 
distribution functions in a skimming flow on a stepped chute. The probability distribution functions 
of chord sizes are analysed in terms of bubble chords in the bubbly flow (C < 0.3) and in terms of 
droplet chords in the spray region (C > 0.7). Figure 2 show some normalised chord size 
distributions. For each graph, the histogram columns represent each the probability of chord size in 
a 0.5 mm chord interval. For example, the probability of bubble chord from 1 to 1.5 mm is 
represented by the column labelled 1 mm. Chord sizes larger than 15 mm are regrouped in the last 
column (> 15). Note that the caption and legend provide the local air-water flow properties (C, F) 
and probe details. 
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Figure 2 - Probability distribution functions of chord sizes in skimming flows : dc/h = 1.45, Step 10, 
double-tip probe (∅ = 0.25 mm, ∆x = 7.0 mm) 
(A) Bubble chord size data (C < 0.3) 
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(B) Droplet chord size data (C > 0.7). 
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STRUCTURE OF BUBBLY FLOWS 

Streamwise particle grouping 
With modern phase-detection intrusive probes, some simple signal processing yields the basic 
statistical moments of air and water chords as well as the probability distribution functions of chord 
times/sizes. Most experimental results demonstrated a broad spectrum of bubble chords in turbulent 
shear flows. The range of bubble chord lengths extended over several orders of magnitude 
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including at low void fractions. The distributions of bubble chords were skewed with a 
preponderance of small bubbles relative to the mean (Fig. 2A). The probability distribution 
functions of bubble chords tended to follow a log–normal and gamma distributions. Similar 
findings were observed in a variety of flows encompassing hydraulic jumps, plunging jets, 
dropshaft flows and high-velocity open channel flows. 
In addition, a thorough signal processing may provide some information on the streamwise 
structure of the air-water flow including bubble clustering. A concentration of bubbles within some 
relatively short intervals of time may indicate some clustering while it may be instead the 
consequence of a random occurrence. The study of particle clustering events is relevant to infer 
whether the formation frequency responds to some particular frequencies of the flow. Figure 3 
illustrates some occurrence of bubble pairing in the shear layer of a hydraulic jump. The binary 
pairing indicator is unity if the water chord time between adjacent bubbles is small (e.g. less than 
10% of the median water chord time herein). The pattern of vertical lines seen in Figure 3 is an 
indication of patterns in which bubbles tend to form bubble groups. 
One method is based upon the analysis of the water chord between two adjacent air bubbles. If two 
bubbles are closer than a particular length scale, they can be considered a group/cluster of bubbles. 
The characteristic water length scale may be related to the water chord statistics: e.g., a bubble 
cluster may be defined when the water chord was less than a given percentage of the mean water 
chord. Another criterion may be related to the leading particle size itself, since particles within that 
distance are in the near-wake of and may be influenced by the leading particle. 
Typical results may include the percentage of bubbles in clusters, the number of clusters per 
second, and the average number of bubbles per cluster. Extensive experiments in open channels, 
hydraulic jumps and plunging jets suggested that the outcomes were relatively little affected by the 
cluster criterion selection (Chanson and Toombes 2002, Chanson et al. 2006, Gualtieri and Chanson 
2004). Most results indicated that the longitudinal structure of turbulent flows was characterised by 
about 10 to 30% of bubbles travelling as parts of a group/cluster, with a very large majority of 
clusters comprising of two bubbles only. The experimental experience suggested further that a 
proper cluster analysis requires a high-frequency scan rate for a relatively long scan duration. 
However the analysis is restricted to the longitudinal distribution of bubbles and does not take into 
account particles travelling side by side. 
A typical result is presented in Figure 4 based upon measurements in the advective diffusion region 
of a hydraulic jump. Figure 4 shows the vertical distribution of the percentage of bubbles in clusters 
(lower horizontal axis) and average number of bubbles per cluster (upper horizontal axis) in the 
hydraulic jump shear layer. The void fraction distribution is also shown for completeness. The 
criterion for cluster existence was a water chord less than 10% of the median water chord. For this 
example, about 5 to 15% of all bubbles were part of a cluster structure and the average number of 
bubbles per cluster was about 2.1. 
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Figure 3 - Closely spaced bubble pairs in the developing shear layer of a hydraulic jump - Fr1 = 8.5, 
ρw×V1×d1/µw = 9.8 E+4, x-x1 = 0.4 m, d1 = 0.024 m, y/d1 = 1.33, C = 0.20, F = 158 Hz (Chanson 
2006) 
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Figure 4 - Bubble clustering in the bubbly flow region of a hydraulic jump: percentage of bubbles 
in clusters, average number of bubbles per cluster and void fraction - Cluster criterion: water chord 
time < 10% median water chord time - Fr1 = 8.5, ρw×V1×d1/µw = 9.8 E+4, x-x1 = 0.3 m, d1 = 0.024 
m (Chanson 2006) 
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Inter-particle arrival time analysis 
For a dispersed phase, a complementary approach is based upon an inter-particle arrival time 
analysis. The inter-particle arrival time is defined as the time between the arrivals of two 
consecutive bubbles recorded by a probe sensor fixed in space (Fig. 1B). In other words, it is the 
time between two successive water-to-air interfaces. The distribution of inter-particle arrival times 
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provides some information on the randomness of the structure. Random dispersed flows are those 
whose inter-particle arrival time distributions follow inhomogeneous Poisson statistics assuming 
non-interacting point particles (Edwards and Marx 1995a, Heinlein and Fritsching 2006). In other 
words, an ideal dispersed flow is driven by a superposition of Poisson processes of bubble sizes, 
and any deviation from a Poisson process indicates some unsteadiness and particle clustering. That 
is, the inter-particle time distribution function in steady-random dispersed flows is : 
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where t is the interparticle arrival time, Tscan is the sampling duration (herein 45 s), λ = Nab/Tscan 
and Nab is the number of particles (Heinlein and Fritsching 2006). 
Equation (8) describes an ideal dispersed flow driven by a superposition of Poisson processes of 
bubble sizes assuming non-interacting particles. Any deviation from a Poisson process indicates 
some unsteadiness and particle clustering, and the degree of non-random particle clustering may be 
quantified by Chi-square tests. In practice, the analysis is conducted by breaking down the air-water 
flow data into narrow classes of particles of comparable sizes that are expected to have the same 
behaviour (Edwards and Marx 1995b). A simple means consists in dividing the bubble/droplet 
population in terms of the air/water chord time. The inter-particle arrival time analysis may provide 
some information on preferential clustering for particular classes of particle sizes. 
Some results in terms of inter-particle arrival time distributions are shown in Figure 5 for the same 
flow conditions and at the same cross-section as the data presented in Figure 4. Figure 5 presents 
some inter-particle arrival time results for two chord time classes (0 to 0.5 msec. and 3 to 5 msec.). 
For each class of bubble sizes, a comparison between data and Poisson distribution gives some 
information on its randomness. For example, Figure 5A shows that the data for bubble chord times 
below 0.5 msec. did not experience a random behaviour because the experimental and theoretical 
distributions differed substantially in shape. The second smallest inter-particle time class (0.5-1 
msec.) had a population that was 2.5 times the expected value or about 11 standard deviations too 
large. Such a finding was not seen for medium-sized bubbles with chord times between 3 and 5 
msec. (Fig. 5B). This indicates that there was a higher probability of having bubbles with shorter 
inter-particle arrival times, hence some bubble clustering occurred. Simply the smallest class of 
bubble chord times did not exhibit the characteristics of a random process. 
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Figure 5 - Inter-particle arrival time distributions in the bubbly flow region of a hydraulic jump for 
different classes of air chord times - Comparison between data, Poisson distribution (Eq. (3), solid 
line) and expected deviations from the Poisson distribution (dashed lines) - Fr1 = 8.5, ρw×V1×d1/µw 
= 9.8 E+4, x-x1 = 0.3 m, d1 = 0.024 m 
(A) Inter-particle arrival time distributions for bubble chord times between 0 and 0.5 msec., 3055 
bubbles, χ2 = 461 
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(B) Inter-particle arrival time distributions for bubble chord times between 3 and 5 msec., 581 
bubbles, χ2 = 110 
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CONCLUSION 

In hydraulic engineering, high-velocity air-water flows are characterised by large amounts of 
entrained air with void fractions commonly larger than 5 to 10%, and air-water velocities greater 
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than 2 to 3 m/s, often between 5 and 40 m/s in prototype spillways. The basic metrology is the 
intrusive phase detection probe that was used in both laboratory and full-scale studies (Cain and 
Wood 1981, Chanson 2002). The probe sensor is designed to pierce bubbles and droplets. Some 
advanced signal processing is developed and the results yield new information on the air-water 
turbulent structures and particle clustering. 
In high-velocity flows, bubble chord distributions showed a broad range of chord times. The 
distributions were typically skewed with a preponderance of air/water chords smaller than the 
mean. An analysis of the longitudinal flow structure showed some bubble clustering in the air-water 
turbulent shear flows. A complementary approach, based upon the inter-particle arrival time 
analysis, suggested some preferential bubble clustering for small bubble chord times within the 
investigated flow conditions. Altogether both approaches are complementary, but the inter-particle 
arrival time analyses give a greater insight into the range of particle classes affected by non-random 
clustering. This is believed to be a first step towards a better characterisation of air-water flow 
structures in turbulent shear flows, and the interactions between entrained air and turbulence. 
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